Consider N sites randomly and uniformly distributed in a d-dimensional hypercube. A walker explores this disordered medium going to the nearest site, which has not been visited in the last ͑memory͒ steps. The walker trajectory is composed of a transient part and a periodic part ͑cycle͒. For one-dimensional systems, travelers can or cannot explore all available space, giving rise to a crossover between localized and extended regimes at the critical memory 1 = log 2 N. The deterministic rule can be softened to consider more realistic situations with the inclusion of a stochastic parameter T ͑temperature͒. In this case, the walker movement is driven by a probability density function parameterized by T and a cost function. The cost function increases as the distance between two sites and favors hops to closer sites. As the temperature increases, the walker can escape from cycles that are reminiscent of the deterministic nature and extend the exploration. Here, we report an analytical model and numerical studies of the influence of the temperature and the critical memory in the exploration of one-dimensional disordered systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Stochastic optimization algorithms have been proven to be suitable when difficult ͑nonpolynomial͒ problems are addressed. These algorithms have mechanisms of that explore locally and globally the parameter space regions. The local exploration drives the system rapidly to local minima and the global one takes the system away from these minima. Good algorithms are able to effectively combine the amount of local and global exploration. Nevertheless, these algorithms suffer from a priori parametrization such as initial temperature in simulated annealing algorithm ͓1͔ or mutation taxes in the genetic algorithm ͓2͔. Further, full system information must be furnished to the algorithm before optimization starts.
Having optimization algorithms in view, here we consider the situation where the information about the system to be optimized is supplied as it evolves. Also, we consider the worst case hypothesis: no correlation in the parameter space. In this case, one can avoid the initial parametrization and the best results are possibly obtained along a line between two regimes: a nonergodic one, which explores locally the parameter space, and the ergodic one, which drives the system away from the local minima.
A. Exploring disordered media: Deterministic and stochastic tourist walks
Consider a walker exploring a disordered medium with N sites representing, for example, a landscape with feeding sites ͓3͔, such as flowers for insects, trees for birds, water fountains for animals in general etc. ͓4-10͔. The walker remembers a visited site ͓11͔ during its regeneration time ͑time for it to become attractive to the walker again͒. After this regeneration time, he/she can, again, revisit this site. If the walker does not know the position of all sites, or, if he/she knows the sites position but have a restrict movement ability, what kind of exploration strategy can emerge from this exploration problem? The tourist walk ͓12,13͔ is an exploration strategy that addresses this question, and it can be either deterministic ͓14͔ or stochastic ͓15͔.
Here, the disordered medium is defined by drawing uniform and randomly each site coordinate along unitary edges of a d-dimensional hypercube, x i ͑k͒ , i =1,2, ... ,N and k =1,2, ... ,d. The tourist walk movements are based on the distance between sites. One considers the normalized Euclidean distance between sites,
, to perform the walk. These normalized distances keep the site density constant, for possible comparison between systems with different values of N and/or d.
In the deterministic tourist walk ͑DTW͒, at each discrete time step, the walker follows the rule of hopping to the nearest site that has not been visited in the last steps. The resulting trajectory is partially self-avoiding, limited by the memory . The memory can be understood as the characteristic regeneration time, so that the walker is aware of the nearest neighbors, besides its own position to make movement decisions. Although the rule is simple, nontrivial trajectories emerge from this strategy ͓16,17͔. They present a transient part sized t, where the walker explores ͑not necessary͒ new sites; and a final part, composed by a periodic cycle sized p Ն + 1, where the walker is trapped in a region visiting only the same sites. The transient time t and the cycle period p depends on the medium configuration and the initial condition. A review of the statistical studies of t and p are detailed in Ref. ͓14͔ . From those statistical studies, we point out that for = 0 and 1, the walker is rapidly trapped in cycles and presents a localized exploration behavior; and for Ͼ 1, the distribution of p presents a whole spectrum of values with possible power-law decay ͓12,13,16-18͔. Applications of these walks are given in Refs. ͓19-21͔.
Therefore, to visit all sites, a walker needs a sufficient memory to escape from attractors and extend the exploration. In one-dimensional systems, a crossover between localized ͑trapping in cycles͒ and extended ͑visiting many sites͒ exploration walker behavior occurs at a critical memory ͓16,22͔: 1 = log 2 N. The critical memory is much smaller than the system size and with only local information a walker can present good exploration of the whole system.
The stochastic tourist walk ͑STW͒ ͓3,23͔ is a generalization of the DTW ͓12͔. In this case, the walker movements are defined by a growing cost function E͑D j,i ͒, by a probability density function ͑pdf͒ dependent on the inverse of a formal temperature T Ͼ 0 ͑the stochastic parameter is ␤ =1/ T͒ and on the walker memory Ն 0. The temperature characterizes the walker exploring ability, namely, the exploration region. For low temperatures, this pdf favors hops to nearest sites. For high temperatures, the walker is able to hop to distant sites. The memory defines an avoidance window with the last visited sites. The pdf, that defines the probability of departing from site S i to site S j , is written as: P j,i
͒ is the normalization coefficient. We call attention to the summation ͚Ј, which excludes the forbidden sites from the avoidance window.
In Ref. ͓3͔, the dynamics of STW for walkers, with null memory ͑ =0͒, exploring disordered d-dimensional systems is described. In this case, the order parameter is the mean residence time ͗t r ͑␤͒͘ and for a cost function as
d , the ͗t r ͑␤͒͘ and the tail of the nearest distances distribution compete, and a glass transition ͓24-29͔ occurs in a finite value: 
the walker is trapped in regions for long time and the system enters in an out-ofequilibrium regime and an aging effect emerges. For onedimensional systems, A 1 = 2, it means that the critical temperature is T 0 =1/ 2. A detailed review is found in Ref.
͓15͔.

B. Combining stochasticity and memory
The results for DTW and STW lead us to believe that the tourist walk problem may present two distinct regimes: a nonergodic one, where the walker is trapped in localized exploration; and an ergodic regime, where the walker can explore the whole medium. We conjecture that to maximize the exploration efficiency it is necessary to choose a cost function that allows a glass transition. Besides, the optimum exploration performance should occur for a specific temperature and memory.
Here, we examine the stochastic tourist walk with memory. We consider the influence of the stochastic parameter and the critical memory in the exploration of onedimensional disordered systems. As discussed below, we have found a transition diagram between localized and extended regimes of exploration. Further, we have also found a relation between the system parameters, which reveals a way to optimize the exploration. The presentation is organized as follow. In Sec. II, in order to find a pdf dependent on both temperature and memory, without restrictions on the summation, we develop an analytical model. In Sec. III, we implement a numerical algorithm based on the developed model. In Sec. IV, the numerical results are discussed. Finally in Sec. V, the final remarks are presented.
II. ANALYTICAL MODEL
In this section, we develop an analytical formalism to describe the dynamics of STW when the temperature T and memory vary simultaneously. Our aims are to comprehend the STW dependence on T and and obtain an algorithm for a computational implementation.
The walker movements are defined by a pdf parameterized by a temperature, an avoidance window ͑characterized by the walker memory͒ and a cost function ͑growing on the distances between sites͒ favoring hops to nearest sites in the low temperature limit. This formalism allows the calculation ͑at each time interval͒ of the hopping probability from one site to another of a walker with memory and temperature T.
A. Formalism
Consider N sites drawn by a spatial Poisson distribution along a unitary line segment. Also, consider a walker with memory , who has hopped N p sites. First, define two sets: ͑a͒ one with all sites: T = ͕S 1 , S 2 , ... ,S N ͖, where the indexes label the sites, and ͑b͒ other with the forbidden sites forming the avoidance window for step t: F͑t͒ = ͕S ͑t−͑−1͒͒ , S ͑t−͑−2͒͒ , ... ,S ͑t͒ ͖, where the indexes stand for the site position along the walker trajectory. Note that F͑t͒ ʚ T. Second, it is convenient to define another set K͑t͒, which reveals the correspondence between the indexes of F͑t͒ and T such that K͑t͒ = ͕k ͉ S k F͑t͖͒. Each site is represented by a unitary value in the state vector of the system:
The transposed vectors are:
It is easy to show the following properties:
where 1 is the identity matrix of size N ϫ N.
We also define the operators: memory, cost, density and hopping probability. The memory operator 
It is important to notice that the summation on k exclude the forbidden sites through the avoidance window with length , because M k,k ͑͒ ͑t͒ is null in this case. This exclusion occurs naturally when we use the operator M ͑͒ ͑t͒, avoiding restrictions in the summation.
The probability operator provides the probability of a walker to hop from site S i to S j . Therefore, we can define the probability operator:
Thus, the hopping probability from the site S i to site S j at time step t is:
Notice two properties of this operator:
It is worth noting that Eq. ͑1͒ binds T and in the same expression, without restrictions. For = 0, this definition allows the walker to remain in the same site S j = S i . In this case, the probability does not vanish only if M i,i ͑͒ ͑t͒ 0, which occurs for =0.
B. Hopping probability
Consider just one trajectory with length N p hops ͑steps͒, connecting the initial and final sites. The probability of a walker, departing from S i and arriving at S j passing through fixed sites S k a , a =1,2, ... ,͑N p −1͒, is written as
Notice that, due to the walker memory, this probability vanishes if one of the sites is prohibited to be visited. Therefore, for different values, the walker finds different restrictions about the following site to be visited. In the high temperature limit ͑␤ → 0͒, the cost operator e −␤H dependence on the distance between sites is negligible. Thus, the hopping probability depends only on the walker memory. Using Eq. ͑2͒, the hopping probability between sites S i and S j , passing through N p − 1 nonforbidden intermediary sites ͓just when M k,k ͑͒ ͑t͒ =1͔ is P S j ←S i ͑N p ͒ = ͑N − ͒ −N p , where all sites, which do not belong to the avoidance window, have the same probability to be visited. In the particular case =0 ͑P S j ←S i ͑N p ͒ = N −N p ͒, the system is ergodic, since the Observe that N v increases as T, and N p increase. This dependence suggests that the STW has an aging effect. Numerical data obtained over 10 3 independent trajectories, bars stand for standard error.
walker can be found at any site ͑the system can be found in any of its states͒ with the same probability. Further, in this case, the system is in equilibrium, since the detailed balance is satisfied on the master equation, P j,i ͑␤,0͒ = P i,j ͑␤,0͒ , independently of the number of steps between S i and S j . For the low temperature limit ͑␤ ӷ 1͒, the exponential factor of the Eq. ͑1͒, is dominated, at each step, by the hop to the nearest allowed site, and the DTW is recovered.
III. COMPUTATIONAL IMPLEMENTATION
To understand the microscopic properties of the STW, we have implemented a numerical simulation code using the Monte Carlo method for STW in one-dimensional systems. The developed algorithm is based on the analytical development ͑Sec. II͒ and it is composed, essentially, by three parts: ͑i͒ the map generation module sets up the disordered medium, composed by N sites distributed by a Poisson process, and each map generates a distance matrix; ͑ii͒ the calculating probability module, first, calculates the exponentials of the Eq. ͑1͒, using E͑D j,i ͒ = D j,i ; then it calculates the probability at each step and ͑iii͒ the STW module account for the walker decision, calculating P j,i ͑␤,͒ , and following the rule of not returning to the last visited sites, for N p steps.
To understand the STW dynamics, we have calculated the density = N v / N of distinctly visited sites N v , for several trajectories over several maps. The quantity is the order parameter. In this way, we aspire to find a relation between T, and N p that allows the optimization of the walker exploration.
We have validated our algorithm throughout the analytical considerations in the high and low temperature limits ͑Sec. II͒. We have calculated some probabilities for the high temperature limit ͑␤ → 0͒, for different values of the walker memory and found that the hopping probability at each step is P j,i ͑␤=0.1,͒ Ϸ 1 / ͑N − ͒; after N p steps, the probability of the trajectory was P S j ←S i ͑N p ͒ Ϸ͓1 / ͑N − ͔͒ N p . For low temperature limit, we have observed that the walker hops to the nearest allowed neighbors. With the validated algorithm, we have calculated for 10 3 independent trajectories. We have considered the temperature interval T = ͓0.1; 4͔, walker memory interval = ͓0,20͔, number of sites N = ͕64, 128͖ and number of steps N p = ͕10, 10 2 ,10 3 , 4000͖N.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Here, we report the numerical results for STW in onedimensional systems. From each trajectory, we have obtained the density of distinctly visited sites , for different values of T, , and N p . In Fig. 1 , we show how the number of distinctly visited sites N v increases as T, , and N p increase. The exploration dependence on N p suggests that STW has an aging effect. For specific values of T and N p , N v shows a crossover between the localized ͑few visited sites͒ and extended ͑many visited sites͒ exploration regimes. This kind of crossover is also found in the deterministic tourist walk ͓14͔.
The ͑͒ inflection point ͑Fig. 2͒ gives us the critical memory 1 , where the mentioned crossover occurs. To determine this point we have fitted data with,
where k is a scale factor, min and max are the maximum and minimum values, respectively. In the numerical experiments, max = 1, namely, after certain value of memory, the walker visits all sites, at least once. We have tried to fit data with other models, such as the hyperbolic tangent, however, Eq. ͑3͒ gives better results. We have plotted T͑ 1 ͒, for maps with N = 128 sites and N p / N =10,10 2 and 10 3 , and found a linear behavior as shown in Fig. 3 . Besides, as N p increases, the curve T͑ 1 ͒ approaches to the curve given by Eq. ͑4͒, 
where T 0 is the transition temperature when = 0, and 0 is the critical memory when T = 0. This equation just connects the purely determinist case ͑T = 0 and the critical memory is 0 = log 2 N, for maps with N = 128, 0 =7͒ and purely stochastic case ͑ = 0, and a glass transition at temperature T 0 =1/ 2͒. The connection represented by Eq. ͑4͒ also corresponds to the hypothesis that as the walker exploration time N p increases, the curve connecting the extreme cases of the tourist walk, ͑0,T 0 ͒ and ͑ 0 ,0͒, is achieved.
To corroborate our hypothesis, we have looked for a general expression, that ͑i͒ depends on N p , ͑ii͒ fits the numerical data and, ͑iii͒ when extrapolated to the maximum N p leads to Eq. ͑4͒. For each value of N p , we have found scale factors T E and E to multiply T and 1 , respectively. This procedure give us a data collapse ͑see Fig. 4͒ for three different N p values. In this way, one obtains a crossover diagram between localized and extended exploration regimes governed by a general expression as function of T, , N, and N p . Plotting T E and E as function of N p / N ͑Fig. 5͒, we obtain their dependence on the ratio ͑N p / N͒,
where ␥ =1/ 18. Notice that T E ϰ E −5 . Jointing Eqs. ͑4͒ and ͑5͒, we obtain
and we are able to discriminate the localized and extended exploration regimes as function of T , , N and N p , 1 10
. ͑7͒
Moreover, using T E =1 ͑or E =1͒, one finds the ratio N p / N that provides the hypothesis in Eq. ͑4͒. Thus:
In this way, Eq. ͑7͒ ͑i͒ gives a transition diagram between localized and extended exploration regimes, and ͑ii͒ fits the numerical data. Its resolution is meaningful for a walker exploring a disordered medium with N sites for N p = 4000N steps ͑exploration time͒.
We have also performed the STW over a medium with N = 64 sites and let the walker to explore it for N p / N =10,10 2 ,10 3 , and 4000 steps. Again, the numerical data were well fitted by Eq. ͑7͒ ͑see Fig. 6͒ . Moreover, for N p / N = 4000 steps, the asymptotic values of Eq. ͑4͒ are reached. The maximum exploration time N p = 4000N is an optimization time for the walker exploration. In other words, this is the minimum time that allows a walker, with short memory, to visit all sites, at least once, spending minimum energy ͑E͑D j,i ͒͒. In this way, a walker, with temperature T and memory 1 who explores a medium of size N for N p steps, has its optimum performance when T, 1 , N, and N p are related by Eq. ͑7͒ and the maximum exploration time is given by Eq. ͑8͒.
Therefore, the main numerical results that can be pointed out are: ͑i͒ numerical data collapse, that leads to a universality in out-of-equilibrium systems, as the STW problem; ͑ii͒ correction factor for the finite-size effect ͑dependence on N͒ and aging effect ͑dependence on N p ͒; ͑iii͒ transition diagram ͑Fig. 7͒ between localized and extended exploration regimes and ͑iv͒ relation between T, 1 , N, and N p , that reveals a way to optimize the exploration of a disordered medium.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the stochastic tourist walk in disordered one-dimensional systems, varying simultaneously the medium temperature T and walker memory . An analytical formalism has been developed to obtain a hopping probability as function of T and , following the rule of not returning to the last visited sites. The order parameter is the density of distinctly visited sites . This quantity has allowed us to relate the quantities T, , and N p throughout a numerical data collapse. This collapse implies in universality. Thus, the stochastic tourist walk is an example that systems out of thermodynamic equilibrium can present universality. The relationship between T, , and N p ͓Eq. ͑7͔͒ assures an optimal walker medium exploration. Exploration time is given by Eq. ͑8͒. Finally, the fundamental result is the transition line, which discriminates the localized and extended exploration regions. In these regions, a walker explores few ͑localized͒ or many ͑extended͒ sites, performing the partially selfavoiding stochastic tourist walk. We believe that a consistent choice of values for temperature and memory ͑along the transition line͒ gives the best compromise between maximum exploration and minimum trajectory ͑exploration time͒. For this reason, a thorough analysis of the STW problem in higher dimensionalities is interesting to develop an optimization algorithm.
